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Speak quietly and kindly.

Be Respectful

Be Responsible

Be Safe

Use appropriate language.
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Keep your belongings with
you.
Save your food and drinks
for later

Keep your hands and feet to
yourself.
Sit in correct position.
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Positive Behavioral

Cardinal Responsibilities

Intervention Support Program
PBIS
RESPONSIBLE
EVERY
DAY
Student Mission Statement

I am responsible for my actions

The mission of Patrick Copeland School is
to provide a safe, positive learning environment, enabling all children to reach
their full potential. We are committed to
accomplish this mission by teaching, encouraging and rewarding responsible behavior. We are striving to improve our school
climate and to promote acceptable social
skills and good citizenship.

I will make learning my number one priority:
I will treat all people with dignity and respect:


Put forth my best effort



Use appropriate voice levels



Ask for help when needed



Follow directions the first time given



Complete in class and homework



Follow classroom rules and procedures

assignments



Wait your turn to speak

Keep trying when learning is challenging



Say please, thank you and



excuse me
I will be honest and fair:


Tell the truth



Admit wrong doing

Outlined in our Operation RED brochure is
Patrick Copeland’s Cardinal Responsibilities.



Listen to others



Share with others

Students receive praise and positive reinforcement from the teachers and staff



Play by the rules



Report unsafe conditions

daily for demonstrating appropriate school
behavior.
Special celebrations are planned each
quarter for children who have demonstrated responsible school behavior. Students receiving an office referral or conduct forms for inappropriate behavior attend a booster session to reinforce positive behavioral expectations.

I will solve challenges without arguing and
fighting:


Keep hands and feet to myself



Keep unkind words and gestures to
myself



Solve conflicts without hurting

